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CHAIR-ROTATING CONTROL MECHANISM 
APPLIED TO SPORT APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1) Field of the Invention 
[0002] This invention relates to chair-rotating control 
mechanism applied to sport apparatus, Wherein the chair 
pivoted With an eccentric shaft is driven by rotating shaft of 
pedal or electric motor of bicycle, exercising bicycle and AB 
chair, so that it rotates While riding on it to do exercise. 
[0003] 2) Description of the Prior Art 
[0004] There are many types of sport apparatus, hoWever, 
most of them are applicable to indoor exercise, such as 
indoor exercising bicycle, many people use magnetic exer 
cising bicycle due to its easy operation, Which only uses an 
adjuster to adjust distance betWeen magnetic force tractions 
in magnetic ?eld, counteractive force of pedal gets resis 
tance so that user can adjust properly basing on the imposed 
force. 
[0005] The above said exercising bicycle can only exer 
cise your legs, hoWever, Waist and hip of human body must 
rely on hula hoop, no other apparatuses are available to 
exercise these parts of body, Which is at most a vibrating 
massage to massage Waist or hip, so, if hula hoop is no 
available or don’t knoW hoW to use it, can only rotate his/her 
oWn body. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

1. Problems to Solve: 
[0006] (l) The prior exercising bicycle can only exercise 
legs and do nothing to your Waist. 
[0007] (2) You must get trained before playing this hula 
hoop, it is not easy to play because of its limitation in space, 
and can not play it everyWhere. 
[0008] (3) If directly turn around your Waist and sWay 
your hip, your upper body may Wobble accordingly, so, it is 
not effective to exercise your Waist and hip as required. 

2. Solutions: 

[0009] (1) This invention is to install an eccentric shaft in 
a sleeve, one end of this eccentric shaft is pivoted With one 
set of chair, and another end is connected to a driven gear 
sector so that it can drive chair to rotate When running. 
[0010] (2) Driven gear sector of this invention can connect 
or separate eccentric shaft, When it is separated, driven gear 
sector can slip up/doWn belloW eccentric shaft, and drive 
eccentric shaft to rotate as Well. 
[0011] (3) This invention applies beneath of above said 
driven gear sector to mesh With gear sector, Which is ?xed 
on main shaft, and one driven sprocket or main gear is ?xed 
on the main shaft so as to provide poWer to drive driven 
sprocket or main gear to rotate respectively, meanWhile, the 
driven gear sector can drive eccentric shaft to rotate chair. 
[0012] (4) PoWer source of this invention can be either 
rotating shaft of pedal or decelerating motor, Which can 
drive main shaft to rotate. 
[0013] (5) This invention uses the ?rst and second clutch 
assembly; Wherein the ?rst clutch assembly controls driven 
gear sector to drop off tooth of gear sector of this main shaft; 
and the second clutch assembly controls decelerating motor 
to drop off tooth of main gear; above said controls, namely, 
selection of poWer source, either to provide chair to drive 
eccentric shaft to rotate itself, or to provide rotating shaft of 
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pedal to drive chair to rotate, or to provide decelerating 
motor to drive chair to rotate, or pedal and decelerating 
motor drive chair to rotate at the same time. 
[0014] (6) Upper end of the above said sleeve of this 
invention applicable to bicycle, exercising bicycle and AB 
chair can ?x one relay sleeve, so that eccentric shaft can be 
embedded into this relay sleeve for ?exing to adjust eccen 
tric shaft upWard or doWnWard and regulate chair according 
to height of user. 
[0015] (7) Chair is pivoted With eccentric shaft of this 
invention, one adjust seat can be ?xed at top of eccentric 
shaft, so that eccentric shaft can be adjusted properly accord 
ing to its rotating radius When it is driven. 
[0016] (8) This invention is applicable to exercising 
bicycle, bicycle or AB chair, Which can select different 
operational modes. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0017] FIG. 1-A is the transmission plane combination 
sketch map of the transmission eccentric shaft of this 
invention. 
[0018] FIG. 1-B is the exploded plane sketch map of relay 
shaft and driven gear sector parts of this invention. 
[0019] FIG. 1-C is the combination section vieW of eccen 
tric shaft and driven gear sector of this invention. 
[0020] FIG. 2-A is the front implementation example map 
of this invention applied to bicycle. 
[0021] FIG. 2-B is the Zoomed map of back con?guration 
of this invention applied to bicycle. 
[0022] FIG. 2-C is the section sketch map of the combi 
nation parts of this invention applied to bicycle. 
[0023] FIG. 3-A is the combination sketch map of this 
invention applied to bicycle. 
[0024] FIG. 3-B is the section sketch map of the combi 
nation parts of this invention applied to exercising bicycle. 
[0025] FIG. 4-A is the front skctch map of this invention 
applied to AB chair. 
[0026] FIG. 4-B is the back sketch map of this invention 
applied to AB chair. 
[0027] FIG. 5-A is the movement sketch map of this 
invention. 
[0028] FIG. 5-B is the movement sketch map of the 
second clutch assembly of this invention to control the 
drop-off. 
[0029] FIG. 6-A is the movement sketch map of this 
invention. 
[0030] FIG. 6-B is the movement sketch map of the ?rst 
clutch assembly of this invention to control the drop-off. 
[0031] FIG. 7-Ais the exploded vieW to adjust chair of this 
invention. 
[0032] FIG. 7-B is the combination map to adjust chair of 
this invention. 
[0033] FIG. 8-A is another implementation exploded vieW 
to adjust chair of this invention. 
[0034] FIG. 8-B is another implementation combination 
map to adjust chair of this invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0035] Techniques and operations relating to this inven 
tion are described basing on bicycle, exercising bicycle and 
AB chair but not limited in the folloWing preferred embodi 
ments: 
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[0036] Please refer to FIG. 1-A~C, the common structure 
of this invention is to ?x sleeve 11 on bracket 1, bearing 12 
is respectively embedded into tWo ends of sleeve 11, chair 
S is pivoted With eccentric shaft, relay shaft 21 is ?xed at the 
loWer extended section, axial runner (track) 211 is installed 
at bottom of this relay shaft 21, and screW thread 212 is 
assembled at top of this axial runner (track) 211; please refer 
to FIG. 1-A~B, When eccentric shaft 2 is embedded into 
bearing 12, screW thread 212 is locked With nut 213 so that 
it is positioned at inner of bearing 12 at bottom of sleeve 11, 
eccentric shaft 2 in sleeve 11 can rotate bearing 12 to drive 
chair S to turn around. 

[0037] According to above said driven gear sector 3, axial 
track (runner) 32 is assembled in shaft hole 31 matching 
axial runner (track) 211 of above said relay shaft 21, and 
axial runner (track) 211 of this relay shaft 21 is embedded 
into axial track (runner) 32 of shaft hole 31 of this driven 
gear sector 3 so that it can move upWard/doWnWard in axial 
runner (track) 211 of this relay shaft 21 and drive eccentric 
shaft 2 to rotate. In addition, axial runner (track) 211 of this 
relay shaft 21 is covered With compressed spring 314 Which 
is positioned betWeen nut 213 and driven gear sector 3, 
compressed spring 314 can be compressed and reset due to 
upWard/doWnWard movement of driven gear sector 3. 

[0038] Therefore, gear sector 41 is meshed With bottom of 
above said driven gear sector 3, this gear sector 41 is ?xed 
on main shaft 4, and driven sprocket 42 or main gear Wheel 
42' is ?xed at external side of main shaft 4 extending out of 
bracket 1. 

[0039] Please refer to FIG. 2-A~C and FIG. 3-A, B, 
rotating shaft of pedal 5 is ?xed beside the original trans 
mission sprocket 51 and an auxiliary sprocket 52 is 
assembled inside it, chain 53 connects auxiliary sprocket 52 
With driven sprocket 42, in this case, auxiliary sprocket 52 
and driven sprocket 42 may be driven to rotate by rotation 
of rotating shaft of pedal 5, meanWhile, main shaft 4 drives 
gear sector 41 to mesh With driven gear sector 3, and chair 
S may also turn around oWing to rotation of eccentric shaft 
2, therefore, your hip and Waist may get exercised at the 
same time While riding the bicycle, or user just turns around 
his/her hip to exercise his/her Waist With bearing 12 pivoting 
With eccentric shaft as axis Without turning around rotating 
shaft of pedal 5, Which matches bicycle 10 and exercising 
bicycle 20. 
[0040] Please refer to FIG. 4-A,B, driven sprocket 42 
?xed on above said main shaft 4 is modi?ed as main gear 
Wheel 42' and one set of decelerating motor 6 is ?xed in front 
of main shaft 4, this decelerating motor 6 is connected With 
transmission gear Wheel 61 and mesh With main gear Wheel 
42' so that decelerating motor 6 drives transmission gear 
Wheel 61 to rotate, and also drive main gear Wheel 42' to 
rotate, then main shaft 4 drives gear sector 41 to rotate 
driven gear sector 3 and eccentric shaft 2, so that chair S can 
be driven to rotate automatically by auxiliary poWer of 
decelerating motor 6, Which is applicable to AB chair 30. 

[0041] Please refer to FIG. 4-A, B and FIG. 3-A, B, driven 
sprocket 42" that is different from this main gear Wheel 42' 
is ?xed at one side of it on main shaft 4, auxiliary sprocket 
52' that is different from transmission sprocket 51 is also 
?xed at one side of it and chain 53' connects them so that 
main shaft 4 drives gear sector 41 to mesh With driven gear 
sector 3 for rotation, that may drive eccentric shaft 2 to 
rotate, chair S is driven to rotate easily by auxiliary poWer 
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of decelerating motor 6 and rotating shaft of pedal 5, Which 
is applicable to exercising bicycle 20. 
[0042] Please refer to FIG. 3-A and FIG. 4-A, adjuster A 
and B described in the folloWing are the common device of 
sport apparatus, and guide rope A1 and B1 Wind adjuster A 
and B, they are similar to line of bicycle’s brake block. 
Because they are common components applied to this inven 
tion, so, We don’t make further descriptions herein. 
[0043] Please refer to FIG. 3-A, FIG. 4-A~B, FIG. 5-A~B, 
FIG. 6-A~B, the ?rst clutch assembly 7 can control upWard/ 
doWnWard movement of driven gear sector 3; Wherein the 
?rst clutch assembly 7 is to insert splint 71 into ring groove 
33 (such as FIG. 1-B) that is made betWeen compressed 
spring 314 and driven gear sector 3, ?xing lever 72 is passed 
through terminal of splint 71, Which is ?xed on board 74 
after covering spring 73, so that spring 73 is positioned 
betWeen splint 71 and board 74, then fasten guide rope A1 
of adjusterAWith board 74, rope collarA2 to coat guide rope 
A1 is blocked at splint 71 With bolt A3, Which is positioned 
betWeen ?xing lever 72 and driven gear sector 3 of relay 
shaft 3, thus, adjuster A adjusts guide rope A1 to control 
splint 71 so that compressed spring 314 pushes upWard 
driven gear sector 3 Which may use above said axial track 32 
to slide upWard along axial runner 211 of relay shaft, driven 
gear sector 3 drops off mesh of gear sector 41, so, user can 
directly rotate chair S at Will With eccentric shaft 2 as axis, 
or loose guide rope A1 so that spring 73 directly pushes back 
splint 71, meanWhile, driven gear sector 3 can also be 
meshed With gear sector 41 basing on recovery of com 
pressed spring 314, then eccentric chair S moves With 
rotating shaft of pedal 5, therefore, this sport apparatus can 
exercise your leg, Waist, hip at the same time, also user can 
select poWer source as required. 

[0044] Please refer to FIG. 3-A, FIG. 4-A~B, FIG. 5-A~B, 
FIG. 6-A~B, pivot seat 62 of above said decelerating motor 
6 is pivoted With front end of above said bracket 1 With pivot 
shaft 621, and set ?xing seat 622 on pivot seat 62, Which is 
to ?x the 2M clutch assembly 8; above said 2'” clutch 
assembly is to pass limit lever 81 through ?xing seat 622 and 
then cover spring 82, ?x terminal of limit lever 81 on hook 
83, meanWhile, fasten guide rope B1 of adjuster B With hook 
83, sling B2 of guide rope B1 is positioned at ?xing seat 622 
With bolt B3, so, adjuster B can adjust guide rope B1, bolt 
B3 can strain or loose guide rope to control pivot seat 622, 
so that it can sWay forWard With pivot shaft 621 as axis, 
transmission gear 61 meshes With this main gear Wheel 42' 
to run together; push open pivot seat 622 With spring 82 
When loosing, transmission gear 61 drops off main gear 
Wheel 42' so as to control decelerating motor 6 and rotating 
shaft of pedal 5. 
[0045] Please refer to FIG. 2-C and FIG. 3-B, above said 
sleeve 11 is applied to bicycle 10, exercising bicycle 20 and 
AB chair 30, relay sleeve 9 is ?xed on it and connected With 
relay shaft 21, eccentric shaft 2 can be embedded into relay 
sleeve 9 for ?exing, then lock relay sleeve 9 With lock bolt 
91 so as to lean against eccentric shaft 2, therefore, eccentric 
chair S can be adjusted according to height of user. 
[0046] Please refer to FIG. 7-A and FIG. 8-A, chair S is 
pivoted With eccentric shaft 2, regulating seat S1 is ?xed on 
top of eccentric shaft 2, shaft lever S22 is set at bottom of 
chair S in axial direction, front of regulating lever S2 is 
connected With shaft collars S21 so that shaft lever S22 can 
be embedded into shaft collars S21 for chair S to rotate 
automatically, and regulating lever S2 is embedded into 
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regulating seat S1 to adjust spacing between chair S and 
eccentric shaft 2, then pass ?xing bolt S3 through regulating 
seat S1 to position regulating lever S2, so that eccentric shaft 
2 can be adjusted properly according to its rotating radius 
When driven; above said regulating lever S2 can be embed 
ded into regulating seat S1 from both ends, so that eccentric 
shaft 2 produces di?ferent o?fset distance to shaft lever S22 
of chair S, it can rotate and produce different rotating radius 
to change rotating radian as required. 

What is claimed is: 
1. Chair-rotating control mechanism applied to sport 

apparatus as folloWs: 
Sleeve Which is installed on bracket, bearing is respec 

tively embedded into tWo ends of this sleeve; 
Eccentric shaft, its top is pivoted With chair and loWer 

section extends doWnWard to become relay shaft, screW 
thread section is made at proper position of this relay 
shaft’s loWer section to screW on nut, so that eccentric 
shaft is ?xed at bearing of sleeve, meanWhile, nut is 
screWed on against inner of bearing so as to limit relay 
shaft to rotate inside bearing of sleeve. 

Chair Which is pivoted With top of eccentric shaft, so that 
user can move around along With chair but not rotate 
together With eccentric shaft. 

Driven gear sector Which is connected to relay shaft and 
meshed With gear sector of main shaft so as to drive 
eccentric to rotate; 

Rotating shaft of pedal, an auxiliary sprocket Wheel is 
?xed on this shaft; 

Main shaft Which ?xes gear sector and sprocket Wheel, 
and connect sprocket Wheel With this auxiliary sprocket 
Wheel With chain so that this gear sector meshes With 
driven gear sector; 

Therefore, rotating shaft of pedal drives main shaft to 
rotate, gear sector drives driven gear sector to rotate, 
and then drives eccentric shaft to rotate, so that chair 
can move in circle, user can exercise his/her hip and 
Waist at the same time When riding such bicycle. 

2. Chair-rotating control mechanism applied to sport 
apparatus as folloWs: 

Sleeve Which is installed on bracket, bearing is respec 
tively embedded With tWo ends of this sleeve; 

An eccentric shaft, its top is pivoted With one chair and 
loWer section extends doWnWard and become relay 
shaft, screW thread section is made at proper position of 
this relay shaft’s loWer section to screW on nut, so that 
eccentric shaft is ?xed at bearing of sleeve, meanWhile, 
nut is screWed on against inner of bearing so as to limit 
relay shaft to rotate inside bearing of sleeve. 

Chair Which is pivoted With top of eccentric shaft, so that 
user can move in circle along With chair While eccentric 
shaft is rotating but not rotate together. 

Driven gear sector Which is connected With this relay 
shaft and meshed With gear sector of main shaft so as 
to drive eccentric to rotate; 

Rotating shaft of pedal, an auxiliary sprocket Wheel is 
?xed on this shaft; 

Main shaft Which ?xes gear sector, sprocket Wheel and 
main gear Wheel, and connects sprocket Wheel and this 
auxiliary sprocket Wheel With chain so that this gear 
sector meshes With driven gear sector; 

Decelerating motor Which connects transmission gear 
Wheel and meshes With main gear; 
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Therefore, rotating shaft of pedal or decelerating motor 
drives main shaft to rotate, meanWhile, gear sector is to 
drive driven gear sector to rotate, that then rotate 
eccentric shaft, so, chair may move in circle. Chair is 
driven by rotating shaft of pedal and decelerating 
motor, or only decelerating motor automatically drives 
chair to turn round. 

3. Chair-rotating control mechanism applied to sport 
apparatus as folloWs: 

Sleeve Which is installed on bracket, bearing is respec 
tively embedded With tWo ends of this sleeve; 

Eccentric shaft, its top is pivoted With chair and loWer 
section extends doWnWard and become one relay shaft, 
screW thread section is made at proper position of this 
relay shaft’s loWer section to screW on nut, so that 
eccentric shaft is ?xed at bearing of sleeve, meanWhile, 
nut is screWed on against inner of bearing so as to limit 
relay shaft to rotate inside bearing of sleeve. 

Compressed spring Which is covered onto axial runner of 
relay shaft and is positioned betWeen sleeve and driven 
gear sector; 

Chair Which is pivoted With top of eccentric shaft, so that 
user can move in circle along With chair While eccentric 
shaft is rotating but not rotate together. 

Driven gear sector Which is connected With this relay 
shaft and meshed With gear sector of main shaft so as 
to drive eccentric to rotate; and ring groove, Which is 
?xed on this driven gear sector to insert splint; 

Rotating shaft of pedal, auxiliary sprocket Wheel is 
installed on it; 

Main shaft Which ?xes gear sector, sprocket Wheel and 
main gear Wheel, and connects sprocket Wheel and this 
auxiliary sprocket Wheel With one chain, so that this 
gear sector meshes With driven gear sector; 

Decelerating motor Which connects transmission gear 
Wheel and meshes With main gear Wheel; 

First clutch assembly Which is composed of splint, ?xing 
lever, spring, adjuster, board, it is ?xed at Where can 
control driven gear sector, the splint is inserted into ring 
groove of driven gear sector, adjuster is to control this 
driven gear sector so that driven gear sector can mesh 

With or drop off gear sector; 
Second clutch assembly Which is composed of ?xing seat, 

limit lever, spring, adjuster and hook ?xed on pivot seat 
of decelerating motor, adjuster controls pivot seat to 
sWay With pivot shaft as axis, so that transmission gear 
meshes With or drop off main gear; 

Therefore, rotating shaft of pedal or decelerating motor 
can simultaneously or respectively drive driven gear 
sector to rotate eccentric shaft, then apply ?rst clutch 
assembly to control driven gear sector to drop off gear 
sector of main shaft, so that chair can turn round 
automatically With eccentric shaft as axis. Also apply 
second clutch assembly to control transmission gear of 
decelerating motor to drop off main gear of main shaft, 
thus, rotating shaft of pedal can move driven gear 
sector, so, user can turn around hip and Waist at the 
same time While rotating shaft of pedal. 

4. As claimed in claim 1, 2, 3, it is chair-rotating control 
mechanism applied to sport apparatus, Wherein axial runner 
is made in loWer part of screW thread of eccentric shaft, and 
axial track matching axial runner is made in Peg-in-Hole of 
driven gear sector, so that this axial track can be embedded 
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into this axial runner, driven gear sector can move upWard/ 
downward Within this axial runner. 

5. As claimed in claim 1, 2, 3, it is chair-rotating control 
mechanism applied to sport apparatus, Wherein one relay 
sleeve can be ?xed on top of this sleeve, Which is also 
connected With relay shaft, eccentric shaft can be embedded 
into this relay sleeve for ?exing, then lock this relay sleeve 
With lock bolt so that it leans against this eccentric shaft, 
eccentric chair is thereby adjusted according to height of 
user. 

6. As claimed in claim 1, 2, 3, it is chair-rotating control 
mechanism applied to sport apparatus, Wherein chair is 
pivoted With eccentric shaft, adjust seat is ?xed at top of 
eccentric shaft, and shaft lever is assembled at bottom of 
chair, With support of shaft collars connecting to front of 
adjust lever, this shaft lever embedded into this shaft collars 
can let chair rotate freely, furthermore, this adjust lever can 
be embedded into from tWo ends of adjust seat, Which can 
adjust distance betWeen chair and eccentric shaft, then pass 
?xing bolt through adjust seat to position adjust lever, so that 
eccentric shaft can be adjusted properly as required When 
driven. 

7. As claimed in claim 1, 2, 3, it is chair-rotating control 
mechanism applied to sport apparatus, Wherein features of 
the structure to connect driven gear sector and relay shaft as 
folloWs: 

Axial track (runner) is made in hole of this driven gear 
sector; 

This relay shaft, axial runner (track) is ?xed matching this 
axial track (runner). 

Therefore, axial runner (track) of this relay shaft is 
embedded into axial track (runner) of driven gear 
sector’s hole, so that driven gear sector can move 
upWard/doWnWard in axial runner (track) of this relay 
shaft, Which can drive eccentric shaft to rotate. 

8. As claimed in claim 2, 3, it is chair-rotating control 
mechanism applied to sport apparatus, Wherein the deceler 
ating motor is ?xed at pivot seat, and this pivot seat is 
pivoted to this bracket With pivot shaft, moreover, ?xing seat 
also is ?xed at this pivot seat, Which can ?x 2M clutch 
assembly, so that pivot seat can drive decelerating motor to 
sWay forWard/backWard. 

9. As claimed in claim 3, it is chair-rotating control 
mechanism applied to sport apparatus, Wherein spring can 
cover onto axial runner of relay, so that the compressed 
spring is positioned betWeen nut and driven gear sector, 
Which Will be compressed and reset by driven gear sector. 
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10. As claimed in claim 3, it is chair-rotating control 
mechanism applied to sport apparatus, Wherein the ?rst 
clutch assembly is comprised by folloWing components: 

Splint Which is inserted into ring groove set betWeen 
compressed spring and driven gear sector; 

Fixing lever is ?xed at terminal of this splint; 
Spring is covered onto this ?xing lever and ?xed on the 

board, so that this spring is positioned betWeen splint 
and board. 

Adjuster, its guide rope fastens this board, and rope 
collars coating this guide rope is limited Within this 
splint With one bolt and positioned betWeen ?xing lever 
and relay shaft of driven gear sector; 

Thus, this adjuster can adjust its guide rope and control 
splint to push upWard compressed spring or release 
driven gear sector, so that this driven gear sector can 
move up/doWn in axial runner of relay shaft With above 
said axial track, so, driven gear sector can drop olf or 
mesh With gear sector, therefore, user can select poWer 
source at Will. 

11. As claimed in claim 3, it is chair-rotating control 
mechanism applied to sport apparatus, Wherein the second 
clutch assembly is comprised by folloWing components: 

Pivot seat Where one ?xing seat is ?xed properly. 
Limit lever Which passes through this ?xing seat and ?xes 

on hook; 
Spring Which covers onto limit lever; 
Adjuster is to fasten the guide rope to this hook, and rope 

collar of this guide rope is positioned at this ?xing seat 
With one bolt; 

Thus, adjuster is to adjust guide rope and bolt is to strain 
or loose the guide rope so as to control this pivot seat 
to sWay With pivot shaft as axis, transmission gear 
thereby drop oif or mesh With main gear. 

12. As claimed in claim 1, it is chair-rotating control 
mechanism applied to sport apparatus, Wherein this mecha 
nism is applicable to bicycle and exercising bicycle. 

13. As claimed in claim 2, 3, it is chair-rotating control 
mechanism applied to sport apparatus, Wherein this mecha 
nism is applicable to exercising bicycle. 

14. As claimed in claim 2, it is chair-rotating control 
mechanism applied to sport apparatus, Wherein this mecha 
nism can also be applicable to AB chair if not equipped With 
auxiliary sprocket and rotating shaft of pedal. 


